Thank you for your purchase of these digital files. We have included
the digital files for the Alleluia Butterfly Coloring Page & Poster in
this download. In this ZIP file, you will find the illustration available in
the following formats:
Coloring Posters: The files are formatted to be printed out in the
following sizes: 24x36 and 36x48.
Coloring Pages: The files are formatted to be printed out in the
following sizes: 8.5x11 and 11x17.
PNG Image Files: In case you want to use the image in your
worship bulletin, on screens in your sanctuaries or on the web, we have included both a black and white
version and a completed color version.
Mosaic Poster Tiles: This format breaks the poster image up onto sheets of paper that can be printed
on a home or office printer, and when assembled, creates the full poster design. Both 8.5x11 and A4
formatting are included in the ZIP file, and we offer two sizes, Family and Group, depending on the size
of your group. These folders include a complete PDF file with all the tiles together and an additional folder
that contains each tile individually split out for convenient access.

PRINTING INFORMATION

We are including both the Adobe Illustrator and PDF files for you to take to a printer or print from your own
home or office if you have a large format printer. If you don’t have access to a local print shop or a large
format printer, we suggest taking the files to a copy center/printer that can print them that large. Two places
we recommend are Staples and FedEx Office. Also, please refer to the license.txt file that is included with
your download, as that permits you to have the files printed at a print store.
*ENGINEERING PRINTS: If you chose a copy center/printer like Staples, FedEx Office, or other similar stores, please ask
for the files to be printed out as ENGINEERING PRINTS or BLUEPRINTS. If you ask for them to be printed as POSTERS,
they will charge you something like $20-$30 per poster. Please be sure and specify that you want them printed as
engineering prints. You can find details and prices for engineering prints/blueprints at Staples here. To give you an idea,
you should expect to pay around $3.59 per 24” x 36” poster.

MOSAIC POSTER TILES

The Mosaic Poster Tiles format is an excellent way for a community to create an entire poster together. In this
format, our poster image has been enlarged and split up onto multiple pages. This allows you to break up the
pages between individuals and families for coloring. When the individual pages are brought back together,
assemble the pieces like a puzzle to make a complete poster.

Instructions:

First, choose whether you will be printing on 8.5x11 (US Letter) or A4 paper. Then select the size of the poster
you would like to create from the ZIP file (Family or Group size). Here are some suggested uses for each size:
Family: Email the PDF to a family for a small project to do together at home.
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Group: Send each person one of the mosaic poster tile pages to color. Then collect the finished colored
pages and assemble to create your large mosaic.
The approximate sizes of each of the available options are:
8.5x11 Family Size: 20.39” x 15.3”		
A4 Family Size: 21.81” x 16.36”		

8.5x11 Group Size: 61.18” x 45.89”
A4 Group Size: 59.84” x 44.88”

Distribution:

Email: Use the split tile files to email out to individuals.
Hand out/Mail: Print out the PDF and distribute the individual pages.

Printing:

When you print, select either “Scale” and set at 96% or “Scale to Fit (Print Entire Image).” Each page contains
“crop marks” that guide you as you cut margins off around the image. You can get an idea of how they work
by looking at the below image:

Assembly:

Cut: When it’s time to assemble, use the crop marks to guide you through cutting off the margins. Please
be careful not to cut into the image. This format is designed to meet together when placed side by side, and
there is no overlap of images on the paper.
Arrange: Piece together the poster by arranging the images on a large table or floor, as you would a puzzle.
Keep in mind you are creating a beautiful, collaborative piece of communal art - not a gallery-ready fine art
print (so don’t be discouraged if it doesn’t line up 100%).
Tape: We recommend focusing on one page at a time as you begin to tape the pieces together. When two
pages match and line up to your satisfaction, tape them together. Match the next page, line it up to your
satisfaction, and tape them together. Continue until you complete taping all the pages together and make a
complete poster.
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